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Lesson 3: Your School                          
-Mapping Stormwater Runoff 
 

What happens to precipitation that falls on our schoolyard? 
Students plan and investigate stormwater runoff in their 
schoolyard to determine what happens to rain that falls. Does it 
evaporate, infiltrate, or leave the site as stormwater runoff? 
They create a schoolyard watershed map, measure the area 
draining to one outlet in their sub-watershed, and calculate the 
volume of stormwater runoff it generates.  

Teacher Preparation 
• Select the area of the schoolyard students will map. Use Google 

Maps to find the map of your school. Use the Terrain layer. 

Materials Needed  
For the class  

• Copies of your schoolyard site map  
For each student group  

• A schoolyard site map to record group consensus  
• Materials for the investigation: balls, string, tape measure, 

level, etc.  

For each student  

• Clipboard or notebook, and pen or pencil  
• Copies of schoolyard site map to write on  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Science Standards: 

6-8.E.1 Identify the 
criteria and constraints 
of a design to ensure a 
successful solution, 
taking into account 
relevant scientific 
principles and potential 
impacts on people and 
the natural 
environment that may 
limit possible solutions.  

6-8.E.2 Evaluate 
competing design 
solutions using a 
systematic process to 
identify how well they 
meet the criteria and 
constraints of the 
problem.  

6-8.E.3 Analyze data 
from investigations to 
determine similarities 
and differences among 
several design 
solutions to identify the 
best characteristics of 
each that can be 
combined into a new 
solution to better meet 
the criteria for success. 
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Lesson 3: Your School -Mapping Stormwater Runoff 
(continued) 

 
Student Activity 

Setting Up the Question  

Prompt student ideas about where rain or snow ends up on 
their schoolyard.  
1. INTRODUCE OR REVIEW THE DEFINITION OF A WATERSHED. 

We started this unit looking at watersheds and how different areas direct water. 
As your models showed, in any watershed, the type of land cover (soil, plants, 
rock, pavement) affects how much stormwater gets into the ground or is taken up 
by plants, and how much runs off. In cities, the high percentage of paved 
surfaces means a higher percentage of rain becomes stormwater runoff that 
picks up and carries pollutants into rivers and streams.  
Why is this problematic?  
Which watershed model do you think our schoolyard is most like?  
Which watershed model do you think is our goal? 

2. PREDICT WHERE STORMWATER RUNOFF GOES FROM YOUR 
SCHOOL YARD. 
What happens to precipitation on our schoolyard?  
Is our schoolyard generating stormwater runoff? 
 
Notebooks: Ask student groups to discuss and make a prediction in writing 
about whether their schoolyard is contributing stormwater or not. What is 
their evidence (the percentage of permeable surface or impervious cover, 
the number of drain inlets)?  
 
Record the claims and evidence each group offers on chart paper. Do all 
groups agree? If not, can students convince each other to change their 
minds? 

3. INTRODUCE WATERSHED DRAINAGE MAPS.  

Introduce your school’s map as a tool that watershed planners use to map 
the flow of water. Hand out copies. 

Project your school’s map and zoom in on the parking lot. Explain that we 
draw arrows to describe the direction that stormwater on the surface is 
flowing. Draw arrows on the projection for one part of your school’s 
parking lot.  

Ask students to discuss why the arrows are pointing in different directions.  

8th Grade Social 
Studies Standards: 

8.3.1 Read maps to 
interpret symbols and 
determine the 
landforms and human 
features that represent 
physical and cultural 
characteristics of 
regions in the United 
States. 

Science & 
Engineering 
Practices 

• Developing and 
using models. 

• Planning and 
carrying out 
investigations.  

• Using 
mathematical 
and 
computational 
thinking 

 

How can we find 
out where 
stormwater runoff 
in our schoolyard 
goes? 
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Lesson 3: Your School -Mapping Stormwater Runoff 
(continued) 
 

Why would stormwater flow in different directions in the same parking lot? 
(The land slopes in different directions).  

Can you find the watershed boundaries? (High points can be found where 
arrows diverge and move in opposite directions. You can draw a line 
between diverging arrows to show the “rim of the bowl’.) (An opportunity 
to discuss contour lines on a map).  

Can you find the drain inlets on the map? Explain the idea that stormwater 
in the parking lot (or any section of your schoolyard) acts just as 
stormwater does in a watershed; the path water takes depends on the 
slope of the land and the land cover. 

Student Investigation  
How can we determine the path stormwater takes in our schoolyard and 
create our own schoolyard watershed map? 
1. BRAINSTORM IDEAS.  
Student ideas might include:  

• Looking at our map of impervious and porous/permeable surfaces  
• Looking at where there are hills or slopes (high points) 
• Looking for catch basins or storm drains or openings in curbs (low 

points)  
• Pouring water on the ground  
• Placing balls on the ground and letting them go to find what 

direction the land slopes  
• Looking for evidence of stormwater flow—e.g., sediment deposits, 

stains and streaks on the pavement  
• Using contour maps 

 

2. CREATE A PROCEDURE.  
Divide your class into group sizes of your choice. Groups could each take a 
portion of the school’s map, or they could all map out the whole school. 
Agree as a class on one or two methods to use. Or groups could each 
select their own method; comparing results to see if they arrived at the 
same conclusion.  

Decide how to symbolize low points, flow paths, and watershed boundaries 
on our map. Create a key.  

Allow time for groups to develop a procedure for how they will determine the 
path precipitation takes and for recording it on their site maps.  

 

What happens to 
stormwater runoff 
in our schoolyard 
watershed? 

 
Look for evidence: 
Other evidence of water 
could include: 

• pollen lines from 
puddles in the 
spring. 

• Muddy areas in 
the grass or 
mulch. 

• Brighter green 
areas of grass. 
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Lesson 3: Your School -Mapping Stormwater Runoff 
(continued) 
 

3. COLLECT SCHOOLYARD WATERSHED DATA 
Once outdoors, remind students of any boundaries they should stay 
within. Ask one or more groups to briefly review their task.  

Allow time for students to use their selected method to track the path 
water takes in the designated area, recording their results the class key.  

After a few minutes reconvene as a group to discuss initial findings. 
Encourage students to ask questions of each other and debate their 
results. Where there is disagreement they may need to run more tests. 

Having heard from other groups, students return to creating their maps. 
Ideally students will identify one to three low points to which all 
stormwater in the schoolyard drains.  

Once they have found these points choose one on which to focus—likely 
the one where stormwater is flowing over the greatest amount of 
impervious surface.  

The task now is to move back out from the chosen low point/ drain to 
determine how large the watershed is that drains to that point. Look for 
the high points that form the “rim of the watershed bowl.” 

4. CREATE A CONSENSUS SCHOOLYARD WATERSHED MAP 

Combine results to create a map of the schoolyard watershed(s).  

Is our schoolyard generating stormwater runoff? Or is all precipitation 
going to lawns or landscaped areas?  

CHECK FOR UNDERSTANDING  
Ask students to raise hands OR cold call students with the following 
questions:  

• What does this tell us about whether our site is generating 
stormwater runoff?  

• What evidence did we find?  
• Is precipitation getting into the ground? how? 

Drawing Conclusions 

Revisit the claims that students made before creating their schoolyard 
watershed maps, about where stormwater runoff on their site goes and how 
much of it leaves the site.  

Do any groups want to change their claim based on what they learned from 
their investigation? 

Background 
Notes:  
Watershed:  
An area of land that 
drains to a specific 
point, such as a river, 
lake, ocean, storm 
drain inlet or outfall.  
Catchments, 
subwatersheds, and 
basins all refer to 
watershed of different 
scales. Relative size 
(big to small) is: basin, 
watershed, 
subwatershed, 
catchment.  
 
Catchment:  
small watershed area, 
usually at the 
individual site level. 


